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Introduction
I Am My White Ancestors: Self-Portraits through

investigates the source of racism – namely, the

Time is a multi-disciplinary installation of thirteen

learned behaviors and history of white people.

life-size photographic self-portraits, in which I
explore my European-American heritage, my fam-

Potential benefits of engaging with this material

ily history, and our role in the history of race, class,

• Offers a new understanding of European history

colonization, and genocide. The lives of these ancestors, real and imagined, span over 2000 years, from
the Celtic Iron Age to the present day. The 7 ft x 5 ft
portraits I created of myself posing as each ancestor

and how it affects us
• Adds context for white students to reflect on their
ethnic history and identity
• Provides a forum for honest and personal

are printed on fabric panels. Each portrait combines

discussions about racism and its companion

photography, performance, costuming, and painting

oppressions

and is accompanied by a short audio diary from that

• Empowers students to help end racism

ancestor’s perspective.

• Examines the value of art in addressing social
issues

Background
My goal is to make European American history
personal and visible and to claim my white heritage,

• Looks at institutional oppressions through
personal story
• Connects history to the students’ lives

both positive and negative aspects. The idea for this
project grew out of a desire to understand how my

The artistic process

heritage impacts me as a white person living in the

I created the project over three years, starting in

United States. I wanted to know how similar to, or

Fall 2013. The main three phases were: 1) Research-

different from, my ancestors I might be, and what

ing and identifying the ancestors; 2) Creating the

I could learn from their lives. Claiming connection

self-portraits (costume production, painted back-

to my family history is also one step towards taking

drops, photo shoots); and 3) Writing and recording

responsibility for the past. What would I have done

the audio diaries (voiceover acting and background

in their place?

sound design). Additional tasks included making a
prototype self-portrait and scale model; producing

Why Teach I Am My White Ancestors?

this Teacher Guide, an exhibit catalog, an accordian

As issues such as racism, the attempted genocide of

book, and a comment station; designing the exhibit

Native Americans, and climate justice become more

itself; and fundraising.

acknowledged in our country and around the world,
the timing is right to take another look at the roles

For more details of what I learned during this

European Americans have played in these oppres-

process, see my essay in the anthology What Does

sions. As an artist, I enjoy the freedom to approach

It Mean to Be White in America, edited by Gabrielle

this topic from an unusual perspective. My project

David and Frederick Sean Forbes.

Section 1: Guide for Art Classes (visual, performance, theater)
BEFORE VISITing the EXHIBIT
Learn about the history and theory of art as social change and/or personal inquiry and reflection.
Specific discussion questions
What makes a successful social art and/or personal inquiry project?
What are the elements of a social art project?
How does socially engaged art transform or illuminate an issue?
Examples of other socially-engaged artwork
Seats of Power by Beth Grossman
www.bethgrossman.com/gallery/publicart/seatsofpower/index.html

Mark Mawer 1620-1670
Urquhart, Moray, Scotland

Beneath Land and Water by Suzanne Lacy, Yutaka Kobayashi, and Susan
Leibovitz Steinman
www.suzannelacy.com/recent-works/#/beneath-land-and-water-a-project-for-elkhorn-city/
Peep Totter Fly by Cheri Gaulke
Documentation of Cheri Gaulke’s video/performance/installation
https://vimeo.com/30553612
A Subtlety or the Marvelous Sugar Baby by Kara Walker
http://creativetime.org/projects/karawalker/
Suggested reading
“Trojan Horse: activist art and power,” essay by Lucy Lippard, Art After
Modernism: Rethinking representation, edited by Brian Wallis
Get the message?: A decade of art for social change, by Lucy Lippard
Art Matters: How the culture wars changed America, ed. by Julie Ault,
Brian Wallis, Marianne Weems, Philip Yenawine
Arts for Change, Teaching Outside the Frame by Beverly Naidus
Art and Upheaval: Artists on the World’s Frontline, William Cleveland

Katherine Wydeville 1458-1497
England

Section 1: Guide for Art Classes (visual, performance, theater), continued
D U R I NG t h e V I S I T
Students will experience the exhibit with these questions in mind. They
can work in pairs or solo, using journaling or discussion.
• What do we gain from this exhibit as an art piece?
• How does it transform or highlight the issues?
• Which character was most compelling to you? Why?
• What do you think are the goals of this exhibit? How does it reach
those goals? What else could be included?
• I Am My White Ancestors uses a range of media and disciplines: audio,
textiles, photos, history. What do we gain from the exhibit being done
in this way?
• How does this project compare and contrast with other artworks that
address social issues?
Roger de Montgomerie 1022-1094
Normandy and England

• How does this project utilize the history of European portraiture?
• How does each ancestor’s clothing reveal identity, both personal and
historical?

AFTER the VISIT
Seed ideas for art projects or assignments
• Make an art project that addresses a social issue. What is an issue that
you care about? What are new questions you could ask to explore and
reframe it in an artwork? The topic could be contemporary or
historical, personal or societal.
• Explore the limitations of thinking in black and white. Create an
artwork that explores and acknowledges the grey areas in an issue or
topic.
• Create an artwork that reveals alternative histories.
• Create a self-portrait as one of your ancestors.

Ragnhilde Hrolfsdottir 830-916
Norway and Orkney

• Create a personal museum that encapsulates who you are using any
medium, including 2D, sculpture, audio, film, skit.

Section 2: Guide for Humanities and Language Arts Classes
BEFORE VISITing the EXHIBIT
Review European or American history topics most relevant to your class.
Assignment or discussion questions
Describe the culture and family you grew up in, both positive and negative aspects. What are you proud of? What was hard?

Durst 300-250 BCE
Austrian Alps

Reading assignments about oppression
Memoirs of an Anti-Semite: A novel in five stories, by Gregor von Rezzori
Between the World and Me, by Ta-Nehisi Coates
The People’s History of the United States, by Howard Zinn
Slaves in the Family, by Edward Ball
Destiny Disrupted: A History of the World through Islamic Eyes,
by Tamim Ansary
Native America, Discovered and Conquered: Thomas Jefferson,
Lewis and Clark, and Manifest Destiny, by Robert J. Miller
Missionary Conquest: The Gospel and Native American Cultural Genocide,
by George E. Tinker
D U R I NG t h e V I S I T
During the exhibit visit, students consider these questions. They can
write in a journal or interview each other.
• What do you see? What jumps out at you first? Second?
• What are you most curious about? Why?
• What is confusing or uncomfortable?
• What is new information or perspective?
• Write a dialogue between two different ancestors.
• Interview one of the characters.
• What privileges did these characters have? What privileges do
you have that were passed down?
• Which character do you most identify with? Why? What does it
mean to identify with someone?

Sibylla d’Anjou 1112-1165
Anjou, Flanders and Kingdom of
Jerusalem

Section 2: Guide for Humanities and Language Arts Classes, continued
AFTER the VISIT
Ideas for projects or assignments

King Edward I 1239-1307, England

• Tell another untold story as a first person narrative using one of the
characters or another imaginary character.
• Create a talk show using the characters.
• Contrast this project with the novel Roots, by Alex Haley. How did
these two creative projects explore racism, family heritage, and
oppression?
• To what extent are we confirming the past behaviors of our ancestors?
What was passed down to you? Interview parents and
grandparents.
• Compare characters with how they are often portrayed in the media.
• Connect something in the exhibit to current events.
• Text book analysis with this exhibit in mind.
• Reflect how race and gender issues have changed or not changed, and
how they are portrayed today in media.
• Reflect how women’s oppression has changed or not changed
throughout history.
• Reflect on how male oppression (what boys learn from society) has
shaped society and history.
• Compare and contrast assignment: What do we gain or lose by
approaching history from an individual’s point of view vs an overview?
• Choose a character and compare their life to what history has
portrayed.
• Pick a character and create their Facebook page.
General Resources
Let’s Talk: Discussing Race, Racism and other Difficult Topics
with Students
Download booklet for free here: www.tolerance.org/lets-talk
The Tracing Center and the documentary film Traces of the the Trade
Creates awareness of the nation’s complicity in slavery and the slavetrade through dialogue. www.tracingcenter.org

Magdalen Stroman 1320-1375
Basel, Switzerland

Coming to the Table
Leadership, resources and a supportive environment for all who wish to
acknowledge and heal wounds from racism that is rooted in the United
States’ history of slavery. http://comingtothetable.org/
United to End Racism (UER) is a group of people of all ages and backgrounds who are dedicated to eliminating racism in the world.
www.rc.org/publication/uer/about

